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Bill Mollison (one of the forefathers of permaculture) said that you
don’t have a slug problem but a shortage of ducks. On a similar
note, I now claim that you don’t have insect problems in your ga
den but too many vegetarians - or is it rather not enough guts?
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When you first arrive to Oaxaca, you will start
noticing a lot of unique photo opportunities:
old raisin-looking ladies defying the law of gravity by balancing huge bulks on their tiny heads
while carrying their grandson and shopping for
fresh veggies; street kids looking awfully cute
even when chasing pigeons with rocks and
sticks; free samples of mezcal every 50 feet, yet

terrasses filled with tourists paying a small fortune to drink the same shots; remarkable musicians at every street corner (and by remarkable I
mean a blind man pouring his soul into a crackling karaoke machine, or an ageless, and almost
toothless, man playing an out-of-tune archaic
violin).

Video Placeholder
Internet Connection Required
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The list goes on and on, and you will see enough
rarities to satisfy your hunger for images. Speaking of hunger, you will constantly be solicited by
your stomach, no matter how much food you
put in it. Smells will haunt you. They are everywhere. One minute you walk through putrid
smells that make your stomach shy, but take a
few steps farther and the intoxicating smells of
grilled meat and veggies, freshly roasted coffee,
melted cheese on tortillas and fried plantains infiltrates your nostrils to convince your stomach
there still is room for more.

ing though, chapulines are like roasted peanuts
or potato chips--it takes a lot of mind and stomach control to eat just one. I guess it’s their toasty
crunchiness that gets you!

You travel to Oaxaca because you want to remember what it is like to be hungry all over again!
A trip here would not be complete without attempting to swallow at least one chapulin (grasshopper). Guide books warn you about them,
many ‘defy’ the challenge and proudly wear a
shirt claiming “Yo comi chapulines en Oaxaca!” (I
ate grasshoppers in Oaxaca!) as if they had survived some out-of-this-world feat. Even some
hardcore vegetarians will make an exception to
their rules and guiltily munch on one. Fair warn-
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Our local markets are saturated with strange
mountain-like piles of unidentifiable things. As
you come closer, you are surprised to see these
piles are actually made of fried grasshoppers. Old
indigenous ladies stand behind them and try to
sell small portions by shouting “chapulines!” in
your ears while shaking plastic bags in front of
your eyes. If you don’t buy a bag now, they might
end up walking / stalking you through the entire market until you make your purchase. Let’s
face it, the Mexican mentality demands that you
can’t possibly go to a local market and not buy
chapulines. It’s like going to a French bakery and
not ordering a croissant. If you are a visible firsttimer and / or have a happy gringo face (likewise
if you come from another Mexican state), these
ladies will be delighted to offer you one or two.

You can opt between spicy, juicy, tiny and jumbo, or a combination of all in one.
Everyone’s palate will be satisfied!
As you dare to put your first chapulin in your
mouth and chew it, the market almost comes to
a halt. It seems that everyone is here to witness
your rite of passage. Vendors wait for your approval and explode into a fit of laughter if you spit
it out in disgust. Everyone eats their chapulines
differently and you will be bombarded by suggestions. Some pick the hind legs off (they apparently get stuck in your throat) while others
wrap them burrito style with a hint of hot sauce.
At $1 per handful, you will have all the leisure to
explore what suits your palate.
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It also makes amazing cheap gifts whenever
you are invited to social events. It is highly likely
that most bars provide you with this protein-rich
snack instead of salted peanuts and, instead of
munching on the traditional popcorn and candy,
kids happily munch on their favorite insects at
the local movies. They are indeed so addictive
for some that I became the beloved dealer for
my Mexican friends who live up north. I send
them boxes of chapulines and they always ask
for more!

My fascination for chapulines is manyfold--not
only are they a healthy (high protein, low fat)
and exotic snack to satisfy your munchies, but
they might very well be the food of our future.
We in the West have yet to jump on the ancestral bandwagon of entomophagy (also known as
insect eating). Eighty percent of the world’s nations eat over 1,000 species of insects, including
235 species of butterflies and moths, 344 species
of beetles, 313 species of ants, bees and wasps as
well as 239 species of grasshoppers, crickets and
cockroaches, amongst others.
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Other commonly eaten insects are termites, cicadas and dragonflies. The culinary possibilities
are endless.

sustainable food source” and are now producing
delicious protein bars made of cricket flour. You
could also join The Explorers Club and partake
in their exotic collection of dishes during their
annual dinner at New York’s Waldorf- Astoria Hotel. Browse the net and you will find a surprising
number of fellow insect eaters around your area.

Rest assured, my curious friends, living in the
USA does not exclude you from bringing this alternative protein source to the dinner table. Exo,
a young U.S.- based initiative, makes it a mission
to “normalize the consumption of insects as a
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If you are concerned about ecology, you will be
delighted to learn that while the cattle industry
requires over 3,000 liters of water to produce 150
grams of beef, grasshoppers only need a few
drops (mostly drinking the morning dew). So, instead of having GMO grain-fed, water- gulping
and methane-producing cows trampling our
fragile ecosystems, we could maybe explore the
exponentially faster growth and breeding cycles
of grasshoppers.

men) and head out to the fields. Ideally, we head
out in the morning when the ground is still cool
and the chapulines are dormant, making it the
perfect time of day as our healthy snacks should
be ready for consumption before the sun sets.
Without this opportunistic help, my crops would
be devastated by the hungry critters, and unlike
many modern farmers, I refuse to use harmful
chemicals. While professional harvesters work
with large nets (most often made of heavy duty
garbage bags), we opt for the old school method
of hand picking them. Not only does it cause less
damage to the frail plants, but it makes it a fun
activity. Although kids have proven to be incredibly gifted at pouncing on insects, I was mesmerized by Mama Juana’s agility. Our 70+ year-old
adoptive mother does not have the average
person’s hands. Instead, she has two indestructible pliers that can hold burning plates, grab
potatoes straight out of the embers and catch

In our village, the biblical army of grasshoppers
invading our fields is seen as an opportunity rather than a plague. They generally reach their peak
production by late summer through autumn (after our seasonal rains) although they start breeding by May. Similarly to our other harvests, we always make it a special and fun event. We gather
friends, neighbors and family (a large bottle of
mezcal always helps convince the grumpy old
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grasshoppers in thorny bushes that no one else
would dare to venture in. Chapulines are somewhat like homemade spaghetti sauce--everyone
has a secret twist! The recipe and preparation I’m
sharing with you belongs to Mama Juana as they
were by far the most delicious chapulines I was
ever given to taste (Yes, I am one of those guilty
vegetarians who succumbed to curiosity).

from your small city flat...
Harvest Time: Depends on your hunting skills
Prep Time: 20 minutes
Cook Time: 10 minutes
Total Time: 30 minutes

Ingredients:
tMCDIBQVMJOFT 4QIFOBSJVN1VSQVSBTDFOT

We personally do not sell our chapulines, but for
some families it is an invaluable source of income
reaching up to $3,000! Another free yield provided by Mother Nature...chasing them is by far the
best part. But the sad and harsh reality soon follows as they suffocate in whatever container you
adopted for your hunt (I asked our team to shake
them vigorously to shorten their suffering). The
next step is to thoroughly boil your chapulines
in order to empty their bowels. Clean them of
any parasites and soften them a little bit--some
cooks skip that step by keeping the grasshoppers alive for two days longer in a dark and cool
place without feeding them. You could also put
them in your freezer which will (apparently) put
them to sleep more peacefully. Your chapulines
are then ready to be prepared following Mama’s
easy recipe.

tDMPWFTPGHBSMJD QFFMFEBOEDIPQQFE
t  TFSSBOP DIJMF  TFFEFE BOE EJDFE ZPV DBO
alternate chilies depending on your liking of
TQJDFBOEIFBUMFWFMT
tMJNFDVUJOUPXFEHFT BMTPUPUBTUFJGZPVMJLF
ZPVSTFYUSBMJNFZ
tBOPOJPO DIPQQFE
tDVQPGWFHFUBCMFPJMGPSGSZJOH
tTBMUUPUBTUF

Preparation:
We recommend pulling the wings and legs off
of each chapulin. This is done rather easily, either
by hand or with a knife. This too is a personal
preference, as in Oaxaca they are sold pretty
much intact, or at least with the legs on, but I
find they can give a sometimes not so pleasant
scratchy sensation in your throat, so a few extra
minutes of prep time goes a long way!

Now remember, there is an abundant source
of free and fresh food right under your eyes. It
might take a culinary leap of faith to chew on
live insects, but you can definitely enhance your
experience by cooking them or transforming
them into flour. The best of it all is that you don’t
need to own a farm as you could easily breed
your food at home (browsing youtube is a great
start). Your system could be as low tech as a reconverted fish tank or as high tech as Farm 432’s
prototype

Once your little critters are ready, it’s bath time.
Put them into boiling water to cook for around
15-20 minutes.
Meanwhile heat the oil in a shallow pan and sauté
the garlic, chile and chopped onions until they
are nice and translucent. Try to use a medium to
low heat to really extract the flavors, as well as

You can be in charge of your food today, even
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not to burn the garlic. This also allows time to let
them finish their cleaning process, for straining,
and letting them dry a bit before fry time.

Then sprinkle a bit of salt over the top, with a
squeeze of lime to taste. Voilà you are ready to
enjoy this protein packed snack food.

Once your grasshoppers have rested for a few
minutes, and dried off from their bath, they are
ready for a flavor infusion. Remove the onions,
chile and the garlic from the oil (these can
be repurposed into another dish easily, tacos
maybe?), leaving the oil in the pan. Sauté the
chapulines in the oil until they are brown and
crispy.

Now that was the more traditional recipe for
cooking chapulines, passed on from our Mexican Mama Juana. As with all recipes, we always
encourage following your gut and adding your
own pizzaz! If you are feeling really adventurous,
try different cooking methods and flavors; there
is always some new way to delight your taste
buds. Dry Roasted Grasshoppers (in the oven),
Garlic Butter Fried Grasshoppers, Grasshopper
Fritters... Unleash your palate and creativity!

Once they have reached your desired crunch (we
love them extra crispy) remove the chapulines
and drain them on a paper towel.
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